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Learn PHP and MySQL programming— the quick and easy way! Easy visual approach uses

demonstrations and real-world examples to guide you step by step through advanced

techniques for dynamic Web development using PHP and MySQL.• Concise steps and

explanations let you get up and running in no time.• Essential reference guide keeps you

coming back again and again.• Whether you’re new to programming or an experienced veteran

just needing to get up to speed on PHP and MySQL, this book will teach you all you need to

know, including the latest changes in the languages, and much more!

About the AuthorLarry Ullman is a writer, Web and software developer, trainer, instructor,

speaker, and consultant. He has written more than 20 books, which have sold over 400,000

copies worldwide in more than 20 languages. As his readers, students, and co-workers can

attest, Larry’s strength is in translating geek into English: converting the technical and arcane

into something comprehensible and useful. --This text refers to the paperback edition.
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Justin Haubrich, “This book gave me a solid understanding. Before reading this book I really

couldn't do anything with PHP. After reading this book from front to back and doing all the

examples, I have an extremely solid understanding of PHP. I was able to code a project

management system from scracth with the knowledge I gained from this book. I had no

experience in PHP, though I did have years of experience in HTML, CSS, and Javascript which

definitely helped.”

Brian Abbott, “Great Introduction to PHP and MySQL. I learned to code writing Pascal in high

school. When I got off to college I majored in Guitar Performance at the University of Alabama.

I had the option of taking xHTML, CSS2.1, and JavaScript as my foreign language so I did

that.PHP had an allure to me, so I decided to learn it. This book explains entry level PHP very

well. You will learn PHP syntax and how to work with a database. My only complaint is it uses

proceedural mysqli, I would recommend taking the Lynda course on Object Oriented

MySQLi.The most impressive part of this book is database design. I read books from libraries

on database design, and this book explains normalization better than books devoted to the

topic. This book will give you a good foundation on how to create a database that is normalized

and ready to be used.Larry Ullman explains things very well. If you want to start learning this



book, pick up a copy.”

Juan Pulas, “Excellent book, it improved my career massively. I bought this book almost two

years ago. It is very clear and it provides all the information you need for developing. Every

chapter starts with a well explained topic, followed by a working example. It tackles from the

most basic php for beginners to complex systems and security, integrating popular

technologies (JS, AJAX, PHP and MySQL).The examples tackled in the book can be scaled up

to fit anything you could imagine.This book gave me the ability to improve my development

game, and now I am creating complex systems for my clients.Highly recommend!”

quantumboy, “This book is the real deal. The author has an in depth understanding of the how

to of PHP and MySQL, and he is skillful in transmitting this knowledge. Reading the book,

studying included examples code, and working exercises, you are standing on his shoulders

looking out over the web development domain. A breathtaking and detailed view. Yeah, there

are numerous typos and omissions in the digital copy, but his insight and ability to impart his

knowledge more than makes up for it.”

Brandon Peterson, “Awesome book. This book is awesome. First I bought PHP a Beginners

Guide, and quickly moved up to this book. It is well written, laid out nicely with the code to

follow step by step, but also laid out in a block to see how the whole thing works. Would

recommend to anyone who wants to learn PHP and MySQL.”

DoggyDoggy, “Good Reference. Purchased this as a reference book for a class I'm taking. Is

written clearly and seems easy to use, but I honestly haven't referred to it that much.

Hopefully, it will come in handy in the future when I need a refresher.”

lucas, “Really good for learning. I got the fourth edition so cannot comment of the 5th but this is

by afr the best source i have used to learn php mysql. Larry Ulman explains things clearly and

straight to the point. The order that it is laid out is progressive which is very nice too. Much

have for a beginner or pro. My university ordered a 6 pack batch after I showed my lecturers

the book to update their reading lists. That must say somthing”

Mr. N. Speight, “Clear instructions easy to pick up.. Great book I'm about half way through. It

teaches basic SQL through database design through to advanced php and SQL. It is clear and

easy to follow. If you're new to the both download WAMP or an equivalent it will allow you to

follow along with the book.”

Ulleruller, “Good but squashed. Would recommend, good explanations. Will get you going on

the basics of PHP. I have no idea why the page is laid out in two columns every page. Would be

a lot easier to follow the code if it wasn't all squashed up.”

Bruno P., “good seller, good product. good seller, good product”

The book by Larry Ullman has a rating of  5 out of 4.6. 138 people have provided feedback.
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